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ABSTRACT
An identification of recyclable materials in food
service facilities with potential energy recovery
possibilities was determined_by a mail questionnaire and
-on-site observations/interviews of food service facilities.
Thirteen hospital food service d�partments, twenty-four
restaurants, and eighteen combined hospital food services
and restaur�nts responded to the questionnaire entitled,
turrent Energy Practices and Possibilities for Recycling of
Materials in Food Service Facilities.

Five facilities--two

hospital food service departments and three restaurants-·participated in the observations to examine actual practices
of energy recovery through recycling ·processes.

A -second

purpose of the study was focused on ·identifying the
recycling method with ap·proximate costs and benefits.
Energy recovery through recycling·or reusing food
production materials was not widely practiced, due to the
unattractive payback period relative to current energy usage
and charges.

It was found that grease products were the

most frequently recycled material in both types of food
service facilities via the sale of these waste products to a
commercial fat rendering company.
reused.

Glass products were

Food trimmings and overproduction of food were

generally reused in soups, casseroles, and stews.
iv

The

V

recycling of paper, plastic, styrofoam, metal, liquid_food
waste, heat, and water was not used.
Correlations were made between the types of energy
recovery methods considered to produce a cost saving�, and
the types of energy conservation measures presently used in
these food service facilities.

Most respondents indicated

potential recovery·possibilities through methods of
recycling heat from cooking and refrigeration equipment,
dishmachine, air conditioning and other systems; and its
link to reducing e_nergy consuming activities as a conserva
tion measur�.
Recommendations for energy conservation opportunities
through recycling or reuse of food production materials were
suggested as potential solutions to the energy situation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The United States' Department of Energy has developed
new stra�egies within its National Energy Plan during 1981
designed to reduce the waste of energy.

Energy wasting

elements of indus�ry include inefficiencies of equipment
operation, maintenance, and design.

A proposal from the

198 2 administration of the United States is to return the
business of energy development, production, and conservation
to the ·private sector.

The administration proposes to

eliminate burdensome regulatory programs.

It supports

funding in high risk research and development for solar and
other renewable resources.

It endorse� high payoff research

and development projects directed at conservation.

Amo�g

.these are recovery systems designed to recapture and reuse
waste products for fuel (Edwards, 1981).
Our future energy demand will be primarily met with
conventional sources; namely, coal, oil, and natural gas.
The use of hydropower, 9eothermal power, solar power, and·
biomass fuel systems will become target resources over the
next two decades.

Synfuels offer a longer term solution to

U. S. energy needs (Edwards, 198 1).
The immediate.challenge is to face the realities of our
energy fl6w.

The realities mean looking at the pres�nt
1
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operational needs with existing equipment and systems,
exercising conservation opportunities where possible, and
developing new energy sources to ease or reduce the depen
dence on coal, oil, and natural gas.
Conservation continues to offer the greatest prospect
of reducing energy consumption, costs, and meeting environ
mental goals.

The food industry, particularly the food

processing and food service segments, is in a good position
to reduce its energy usage through conservation and imple·mentation of energy recovery · systems.
In 1976 the Federal Energy Administration -estimated
that energy consumed by the U. S. food system, excluding_
exports of food products, amounte� to 16 . 5 percent of total
energy requirements (Anon. , 1976).

Since 69 percent of all

energy consumed by the food processing segment of the
industry comes from natural ga� and oil, the industry is
looking at ways to recover wasted energy through process
steam and heat exchange (Anon. , 1981a).

In most recent

years the food processing industry has provided evidence
showing the efficient use of energy through recovery
systems.
The food processing industry has emerged with energy
recovery methods in the last decade due to· the energy
crisis.

Yet, natu!al gas remains its chosen fuel source.

As future supplies of coal, oil, and natural gas diminish
and their costs increase, the outcome for food processors

3

means an application of conservation measures, price �djust
ments in goods produced, and development of recovery systems
for efficient use of energy.
The food processing industry is pioneering new
technologies to use renewable energy sources as alternate
fuel bases, and the�eby, reduce its demand for coal, natural
gas, and oil.

A reduced demand for these renewable sources

has achieved advancement in the conservation of energy and
materials unique to the food processing industry.

In light

of this progress, however, the food service sector has
provided no detailed statistics on a national level com
parable to those for food production and proc�ssing
(Unklesbay and Unklesbay, 198 0 a).
Application of this technology can be made to the food
service industry which is suffering a technological and
procedural lag in conservation of energy and materials
(Murphy, 19 78 ).

A recent investigation of energy uiage in

food service operations showed that food preparation and
storage areas utilize nearly one-half of all the energy
consumption for those institutions .

Dishwash�ng and

sanitation utilizes 13 percent of the total energy (Anon . ,
19 80a)·.

Another report found the energy use in food produc

tion and storage areas to be 26 percent of the total energy
consumption and 38 percent of total energy cost (Anon. ,
1980a).

4

The energy crisis continues to be a paramount issue in
our technological society.

The issue is:concerned with fhe

available supply, sources, forecasted demand, and cost.
Faced with the· cost of energy rising constantly, the
accurate control and management of energy as well as reduc
tions in usage and costs have becom� top priorities for food
service operators (Anon. , 198 1a).
There are obvious considerations to be made about the
food service industry and its responsibility .to the energy
crisis.

First is .a change in the market form of food that

has taken place over the last decade.

The emphasis is on

prepackaged, conveniently wrapped items in nonreturnable,
d�sposable containers to meet the demands of the food
service industry.

Efficient utilization of resources,

production, and service is a means of achieving these goals
through th� purchase of convenient market forms of food,
energy-efficient equipment, and changes in production
methods and service.
Advancement has been made toward efficiency and
conservation in the food service industry.

Technological

change in the market form of food, high speed, automatically
timed cooking and ware-washing equipment has moved the
industry toward operational efficiency and energy conserva
tion.

Yet, the food service industry remains unique in the

manufacture of perishable products that generate many for�s
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of waste by-products in large volume.

These by-produ�ts

have the potential for conversion into fuel.
The literature is well-documented with the energy
conservation efforts accomplished by this industry.

Documen

tation exists for the percentage of energy consumption used
by food production areas in food service facilities.

There

is little evidence, however, on the recovery of energy
through recycling or. reusing waste products as a subsidiary
fuel source in the food service industry.

Confirmation of

the available research was obtained from a computer search
using the AB! and Agricola data bases.
Reduction of energy consumption and waste in food
services can be accomplished through various conservation
and recovery methods.

Present knowledge in the food service

industry gives little evidence of investigation into fuel
from waste products.

Due to this lack of knowledge, an

investig�tion of conservat"ion and energy recove�y from waste
products in food service facilities is warranted.
The purpose of this research was to conduct an
investigative inquiry into the potential for recovering
energy through recycling or reusing waste products in food
service facilities.
The objectives of the research were:
1.

To determine whether, and to what extent, recycling
of food production waste products existed in food
service facilities. ·

6

2.

Where recycling existed, identify the methods with
approximate costs and benefits.

3.

To make recommendations for energy conservation
measures through recycling or reuse of these
products.

4.

To make a contribution to the literature in the
field of food systems administration.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Resources, availability, an·d demand for energy in the
· food service industry are major factors affecting supplies
and operational costs.

Despite attempts to spur domestic

exploration and production, most of the world's oil is
controlled by OPEC. . The United States' proven energy
reserves and production have actually declined since the
early 1970 's (Jensen, ·19 79 ).

The short-term objectives of

the American energy policy are obvio�s.

As an immediate

objective, which will become more important in the future,
the United States must reduce its dependence on foreign oil
and its vulnerability to supply interrupt�ons (Ashton,
1979).

In mid- and long�term objectives, the United States

must shift to more secure energy sources with strong-con
sideration to renewable sources (Jensen, 1979).
The new focus at the Department of Energy includes,
among other strategies, the funding of high risk research
and·relegating the responsibility ·of d�velopment for solar
and other renewable energy sources to the private sector.
There is a shift to fund high risk, high payoff research and
development projects directed at conservation (Edwards,
1981).

Overall, the main goal is to increase domestic

energy development and production.
7
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Energy Supply
Mechanical energy, in the form of electricity, natural
gas, and steam, is primarily fueled by nonrenewable sources
at the present time in the food service industry. In 1973,
·49 percent of the energy used was derived from natural gas.
Purchased electricity was second in importance, with about
28 percent of the total gross energy coming from this
source.

The.third most important energy source was coal,

with.about 9 percent of the gross energy utilized (Unger,
1975).
Other sources of energy, classified as renewable forms;
that is, hydropower, geothermal power, solar power, and
biomass fuel systems, will become target resources over the
next two decades.

Continued practices of energy conserva

tion will be encouraged to reduce fuel consumption, and
maintain or reduce costs.

Heat recovery methods and systems

in food service production areas offer other opportunities.
Hydropower, solar power, and biomass fuel systems may
or may not be available, _cost-effective opportunities for
the food service industry.

Some of these renewable sources

are large in extent, but generally diffuse in form, and·more
difficult and expensive to convert to usable mechanical and
thermal energy than fossil fuels (Loftness, 1978).

A

·conversion_ to renewable energy sources is not a simple
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matter (Loftness, 1978).

The costs irivolved with conversion

must be realistic and affordable to the food service industry
to effect an acceptable cost-benefit ratio in reduction of
energy use.
A proposal from the 19 82 administration of the United
States is to return the business of energy development,
production, and conservation to the private sect.or.

The

administration proposes to eliminate burdensome regulatory
programs (Edwards, 1981).

This ·restructure of decision

making power will heavily affect the source of supply,
demand, and cost for conventional fuel sources; namely,
coal, oil, and natural gas.
Supply, demand, and cost of these nonrenewable fuel·
sources are subject to management control in the food
service industry.

Food·service directors and restaurant

managers need to consider immediate alternative solutions to
the diminishing supply of energy sources, rising demand for
these sources, and wasteful habits they encounter in their
facilities.
Energy Conservation in the Food Service Industry
Careful examination of energy_ usage patterns through
energy audits and equipment monitoring can reveal areas of
waste.

One of the studies of energy management in th� food

service industry conducted by the Midwest Research Institute
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indicated the following breakdown of e�ergy consumpti�n for
a general restaurant menu:

food preparatio·n; heating;

ventilation and air conditioning; sanitation; lighting; and
refrigeration (Welch, 1974).

Major concerns reported by

food service operators were cost and availability of energy
(Sant, 1 976 ) •
Cost and availability of the nonrenewable energy
sources are subject to escalation and diminishing supplies,
respectively.

During the past two decades there has been an

increasing tendency for industry and transportation to
become more energy intensive (Dorf, 1978 )..
industry is considered energy intensive.

The food ·service
It consumes large

amounts of energy, and loses an undetermined amount through
waste heat and production waste materials.

A research

project conducted at Purdue University reported that only
40 percent of the energy going into the average kitchen was
used for cooking the food.

The other 6 0 percent was

absorbed by the equipment or ventilated out the hood (Avery,
1974).
While there ·is little information available concerning
the energy lost through food waste in the United States, it
appears that energy can be conserved through improved
production, handling, and preparation practices in every
sector of the food service system (Romanelli, 1976).
Development of conservation techniques is considered
the first step to assist in relieving the concerns for cost
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and availability of energy (Romanelli, 1976).

Conservation

is.the· development o� energy systems that require low cost
energy input with efficient energy output, and the elimina
tion of wasteful habits.

It is a demonstration of ways to

get a greater return from energy resources.

Research and·

technology exists to provide alternative methods for
efficient fuel use at a cost that food service industry can
afford.
Conservation continues to offer the greatest prospect
of reducing energy consumption, costs, and meeting environ
mental goals.

Reduction and efficient use of energy requires

permanent changes under the stimulus of rising energy prices
(Foley, 1981).

Statistics show that the average food

service operator now spends 5 percent or more of his or her
gross sales on energy (Anon. , 1980a).

Energy can generate a

cost savings by practicing conservation measures, subh as,
monitoring lighting wattage and consumption of cooking gas,
checking pipes and outlets for steam loss, and maintaining
heating, air conditioning, refrigeration, and ventilation
systems for efficiency (Anon. ·, 1980a).
The whole s�heme of energy conservation and recovery
opportunities in the food service industry is complex.

The

opportunities are affected by costs, resources, traditional
food production systems, and the compromises existing with
each one of these factors.
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The immediate challenge is to face the realities of our
energy flow.

One reality is looking at the present opera

tional needs with existing equipment and systems.

Another

important factor in assessing energy use is to subdivide or
segment food processing and food service production areas in
order to account for primary differential energy requirements
within the industry (Unger, 1975).
Each area has unique energy-use characteristics that
requires thorough examination for energy recovery possibili
ties.

The new administrati6n of the Department of Energy

endorses high payoff ·recovery systems designed to recapture
and reuse waste products for fuel (Edwards, 198 1).
One of the important lessons that has been learned from
the past decade's experience is that _energy demand cannot be
aggregated and £orecasted as though it were an �ntity
independent of the sources by which it is s�ppiied (Foley,
1981).

The realization that 69 percent of all energy

consumed by the food processing segment of the industry
comes from natural gas and oil illustrates that three
fourths of the energy demand is supplied by finite or
nonrenewable energy sources (Anon . , 1981b).
Resources that·hold promise of supply to the food
service sector include geothermal �ower, nuclear power,
solar power, biomass systems, and synfuels.

However, the

amount of these resources and conversion-production
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technology is presently cost prohibitive to the food service
industry ·(Loftness, 19 78 ) •
Faced with the cost of energy rising constantly, the
accurate control and management of. energy as well as
reductions in·usage and costs have become top priorities for
food service facilities (Anon. , 198 1a).

Yet, curtailing

· production ·practices or restrictin� services to patients and
guests are considered genuine predicaments by food service ·
directors and res�aurant managers.

Effective management in

food service facilities requires (a) discriminating information about energy use for food service equipment and produc
tion areas, and (b) a basic understanding of energy concepts
in order to �nticipate the effects of change in energy
management po·licy (Unklesbay and Unklesbay, 198 0 b)."
A recent investig�tion of energy usage in food service
facilities showed that food preparation and storage areas
utilize nearly one-half of all the energy consumption for
those institutions (Anon. , 198 0a).

The preparation of food

within food service facilities is totally dependent on the
availability of suitable forms of energy.

At least

50 percent of energy expenditures within food service
departments are for food preparation; a considerable portion
of this energy is used to heat the environment instead of
the food (Unklesbay and U�klesbay, 1980b).

Research is
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beginning to show that traditional methods of food pr�para
tion are not only energy-intensive, but they also waste
large amounts of energy.
There is no short-term solution to our .energy situation.
It can be resolved only by a concerted effort applied over a
substantial period of time (Unklesbay and U�klesbay, 1980 b).
Energy from Waste Materials
Energy conservation is the immediate palliative
· solution to the energy situation in food service systems.
Discovery of alternative conservation methods lies in the
awareness of recapturing energy from waste materials in food
service production areas.

These waste materials include

paper, containers, wood, tin cans, aluminum products, food
trimmings, and so on.

At the present time most of this

waste is relegated to the land fills and garbage dumps at
the outskirts of cities and towns (Dorf, 19 78).
According to Dorf (19 78)· waste products. can be used to

provide fuels for electric pow�r and steam plants.

It has

been estimated that 50 to 6 0 percent of these types of waste
are combustible .

More importantly, the recycling of metals,

plastic, paper, glass, and wood conserves energy since more
energy is consumed in the original manufacture of these
materials than is consumed in the recycling·process (Dorf,
19 78 ).
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Efforts to recover energy from solid waste can be
classified in three distinct schemes:

(1) direct heat

recovery from special incinerators; (2) supplementary
fueling of power plants with waste material; and (3) conver
sion of the waste to synthetic fuels (Dorf, 1978 ).

Applica

tion of these recovery methods using waste materials from
food production can be seen as an alternative conservation
oppoitunity to the food service industry.
Recycling and Reuse of Waste Materials
Few industries ·create so much waste as that which
arises in the production of food.

Much of this waste is due

to the exceptionally high standards of quality that exist
within the food industry which has to meet the most exacting
standards and specifications in providing products which the
consumer has come to expect as normal (Walker, 1979 ).
The Government is exploring alternate energy sources
for certain food processing industries such as utilization
of on-site fuel cell power plants with waste heat recovery
(Glass, 1978 ).

Glass (19 78 ) continues by stating that

partial recycling of the exhaust stream reduces the volume
of fr�sh makeup air required by the-system, thus, overall
energy requirement is reduced.

Waste heat from air or

refrigeration compressors can be utilized by preheat boiler
compression air and heat process hot water in food produc
tion areas (Glass, 1978).
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Economic Incentives
Economic incentives in previous years have failed due
to a lack of technological adv�ncement in the area 6f
recycling and reclamation (Gottschalk, 1980).

Increasing

the economic aspects for recycling and reclamation are
becoming more attractive as energy availability becomes
threatened (Gottschalk, 198 0).

Murphy (1978 ) states the

determinants for a successful recycling program in the
hospitality industry must be extraordinarily simple,
non-time consuming, and at no additio�al capital expense to
the operator.

Heat reclamation is already cost effective as

a recycling method and will probably continue to be preva
lent in hospitality operations.
i1any benefits accrue from recycling of waste materials
in food service facilities.
benefits as:

Murphy (1978) identified these

lower waste disposal costs through waste

reduction; extra income through the sale of recyclable
materials; and reduced energy costs through heat recycling.
A strong awareness of the energy situation, as it
concerns food service directors and restaurant managers, is
necessary in the development of alternative solutions for
· our energy needs.

Technical innovations and energy

efficient equipment research are a part of the solution.
However, the t6tal picture requires an assessment of current
and long-range needs, and a responsive commitment to the
alternative solutions.

CHAPTER 3
PROCEDURE
Evaluating energy alternatives for food service systems
.

.

demonstrated the realization that present energy sources
were nonrenewable, and options were necessary to conserve
and recover energy from waste materials.

Recovering energy

through the recycling process has been existent in the
related fields of food engineering, food proc�ssing, and
food packaging for several years.
This study surveyed hospital food service departments
and restaurants to determine the potential for recovering
energy through recycling or reusing waste products in food
service facilities.

An identification of recycling methods

with approximate costs and benefits was made in selected
facilities.
Development of Questionnaire
A

questionnaire was developed to obtain energy recovery

and waste material recycling information from hospital food
service departments and restaurants in the state of Tennessee.
The questionnaire was field tested to ensure its validity
and reliability.

Suggestions for improvement of the question

naire were solicited as a part of the preliminary process.
17
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Design and Content
Time-consideration of the respondents was a major
criterion in the overall composition of the questionnaire.
Question format was designed for easy comprehension, concise
and brief answers, and rapid return rate.

Fourteen questions

were constructed with multiple choice and open blank answers.
The questions covered four broad areas of energy recovery
and waste material recyc�ing possibilities.

Areas included

type and cost of energy used, type and form of foods
purchased, type of waste materials and method of recycling
or disposal, and energy recovery and conservation measures
utilized in the food service facility plus the effect of
conservation measures on various phases of operation.
Field Test
Validity and reliability of the questionnaire were
established by personal interview with two registered
dietitians and two restaurant managers located in Rock
Island and Moline, Illinois.

Comments and suggestions were

solicited for initial response, interpretation, and ·
clarification of the questionnaire by personal interview
with two registered dietitians and two restaurant managers
located in Rock Island and Moline, Illinois.
Revision of Questionnaire
Upon receipt of the dietitians' and restaurant managers'
suggestions, the researcher reformulated parts of the
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questionnaire to encourage a high rate of return from the
mail survey.

The final questionnaire incorporated the

elements of strict confidentiality, a willingness to
respond, easy interpretation of questions, and clarity of
answers (see Appendix B).
Identification, Selection, and Classification
.of the Food Service Facilities
The process of identifying and selecting hospital food
services and restaurants in Tennessee was achieved through a
guide book publication and public listings of. these facili
ties.

Classification was determined by answers to the

seating capacity question listed on the mail questionnaire�
Sources
Identification of hospital food service departments was
obtained from the American Hospital Association's Guide to
Health Care Institutions.

Telephone directory listings for

restaurants provided the names, addresses, and telephone
numbers of the restaurant population.
Classification and Size
Preliminary decisions were made to limit th� survey to
hospital food service departments and restaurants.

Bed size

in the hospitals, and seating capacity of dining areas in
hospital food service departments and restaurants served as
criteria for classification and size.

Classification was
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defined as medium and large.

Medium and large hospit�ls

were set at 150 to·250 beds and greater than 250 beds for
respective classes.

Medium and .large restaurant dining

areas were estimated at 75 to 125 seats and greater than 125
seats for respective classes.
Sample Selection
Sixty-one hospital food service departments representing
the population of medium and large hospitals in Tennessee
were selected to be a part of the survey.

Jhrough use of a

random numbers table, a selected sample size of one hundred
restaurants was taken from the restaurant populations in
Memphis, in Nashville, in Chattanooga, and in Knoxville,
Tennessee.

These four hundred restaurants were included in

the survey.
Data Collection
A mail questionnaire was chosen to collect data on
current practices and possibilities for energy conservation
through recycling of waste materials in food service
facilities.

A cover letter explaining the project was

addressed to each director of dietetics and restaurant
managers in the sample.

A questionnaire and stamped,

self-addressed return envelope accompanied the cover letter
(see Appendix B).

Observation of Energy Recovery and
Conservation Opportunities
To eiamine actual practices of en�rgy recovery and
conservation through recycling processes, a check list
instrument and cost analysis forms were developed for
on-site observations of ho�pital food service departments
and restaurants (see Appendix B).

A team consisting of the

researcher, professor of food systems administration, and
mechanical engineering student conducted the examination of
recycling practices in selected food service facilities.

An

estimated cost-benefit analysis was determined by the
researcher based on the team's input.
Selection of Food Service Facilities
Selection of food service facilities was based on
response to a question from the mail questionnaire indicat
ing a willingness to have the hospital food service or
restaurant surveyed.

A total of seventeen hospital food

services and restaurants indicated a willingness to have
their facility surveyed.

Two hospital food service

directors and three restaurant managers of the chosen
facilities were contacted, and ar�angements were made for
the on-site observation -and interview.
Check List Technique
Identification of recycled versus nonrecycled waste
materials was accomplished by a check list instrument.

The
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categories consisted of major waste materials followed by
detailed subcategories of each major area (�ee Appendix B).
A check mark was placed in the appropriate qolumn upon
·Observation �nd questioning of the director or manager of
the facility.
Waste Material Tracking Experience
Tracking of recyclible food service materials was done
by disclosure of material type and description, beginning
and endi�g location, method of transportation and recycling,
estimated· volume removed each day, and the type of energy
used in the process.

Information was obtained by-direct

observation and interviews with food service personnel.
Estimated Cost Analysis
Direct and indirect costs of recycling waste materials
in food service facilities were estimated on a basis of
total raw �ood cost, percentage of raw food waste, and cost
applied to waste removal.

Direct costs were divided into

direct labor, food waste, nonfood waste, transportation and
holding containers, and packaging materials and supplies.
Indirect costs considered the maintenance and,repair of
equipment, cleaning and sanitation of equipment, storage
space required, training of personnel, and .other supplies.
Information was obtained from the directors and managers at
each facility.
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Analysis of Data
The analysis of data consisted of a computerized
tabulation of responses from the mail questionnaire.· The
tabulation program determined the percentage of responses to
the questionnaire and frequency distribution among hospital
food service departments and restaurants.

The Product

Moment Correlation technique was used to ascertain the
correlation between waste generation, recycle and recovery
methods, and cost-benefit association in hospital food
services and restaurants.
A tally of the check list responses, obtained from the·
on-site visits, was analyzed by hand to determine.the
percentage of waste materials presently being recycled or
not recycled in these facilities.

The data from the waste

material tracking experience was analyzed by direct �nd
indirect costs as defined in the procedure.
Based on these findings, recommendations for least cost
and �reatest cost to energy conservation opportunities were
suggested as possible energy alternatives for the food
service industry.

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A mail questionnaire was developed to obtain energy
-recovery and waste material recycling information from
sixty-one hospital food service departments and four hundred
restaurants in the state of Tennessee (see Appendix B).

The

second segment of the study required on-site observations of
two hospital food service departments and three restaurants
in Knoxville to ascertain actual energy recovery and/or
recycling practices in the field.

A check list and tracking

of recyclable and reusable waste materials instrument were
used for data collection at each site (see Appendix B).
Data collection from the site visits was used in conjunction
with the computerized output from the mail questionnaire to
analyze practices and methods for recycling food production
waste products in food service facilities, and to identify
approximate_ costs and benefits of the methods.
The Mail Questionnaire
Four hundred and sixty-one questionnaires were sent to
hospi�al food service de�artments and restaurants in
Memphis, Nashville, Chattanooga, and Knoxville, Tennesse�.
A total of fifty-five questionnaires, or 11.9 percent, were
returned.
24
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The Questionnaire
The type of·food service was identified from the
questionnaire as (1) hospital food service department,
(2) restaurant, and (3). unknown, representing a mixture of
hospital food services and restaurants.

The questionnaire

entitled, Current Enetgy Practices and Possibilities for
Recycling of Materials in Food Service Facilities, was
divided into waste generation, energy recovery and
recycl�ng, and cost/benefit classifications.
Type and Size of Facility
From the returned questionnaires, . the frequency and
distribution of food service facilities. were based on
thirteen hospital food service departments, twenty-four
restaurants, and eighteen "unknown" ·food service facilities
·representing unidentified hospital food services and
restaurants.

Approximately 32 percent of the returned

questionnaires gave no identification to the type of
facility.

The identification of the remaining 68 percent

was gained· from those who were willing to participate in the
on-site surveys.
Seating capacity data provided background information
on the facility's size.

The size gave some indication of

the relative volume of food production (see Table 1,
Appendix A).

Food service facilities with greater than 150

seats denoted the highest percentage in seating capacity.for
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the three classifications.

The second highest seating

capacity was identified as the fifty to ninety-nine seating
range for hospital food services, restaurants, and the
unknown group.

The 10 0 to 149 seating capacity placed third

in frequency and percentage of size.

Facilities with less

than fifty seats showed no significant representation.
The food service facilities with greater than 15 0 seats
had an empirically greater potential for producing a large
volume of waste through food production practices than
facilities with smaller seating capacities. ·

The remaining

facilities were subject to v�rying amounts o� potential
waste volume based on factors, such as, paper and styrofoa�
products used in service; and the use of convenient market
forms of food in production.
Waste Materials and Removal Methods
An analysis of food purchased by hospital food service
departments and restaurants indicated that 50 percent of the
food p�rchased was frozen, 30 to 49 percent canned, 10 to
29 percent fresh.

.

.

The least purchased food was the dried

variety at less than 10 percent (see Table 2, Appendix A).
The market form of food purchased showed that
individually wrapped foods were most frequently purchased by
hospital �ood services followed by bulk and.pre-portioned
market forms.

Restaurants showed little variation in. the
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purchasing frequency of bulk, pre-portioned, and individu
ally wrapped foods (see Table 3, Appendix A).

Paper

wrappers, cellophane, and plastic containers were the
primary wa�te materials generated by these market forms of
food.

The "unknown, " or unidentifiable f group of food

service facilities indicated little variation in purchasing
frequency.
In relation to possible recycling or reuse of materials,
all responses showed a potential for recycling or reuse of
either the food itself or the packaging container.
To follow the course of recycling or reuse of �aterials,
the mail questionnaire helped to identify the type of
tableware used in hospital food services and restaurants as
an indicator of recyclable waste materials.

Responses from

the questionnaire.showed that 10 0 percent of the hospital
food services used china, glassware, and stainless steel
utensils.

No . indication was given on the percentage of

paper, plastic, styrofoam CURS, paper plates, and napkins
used in these facilities.

The restaurants. showed that

68 percent used china, glassware, and stainless steel
utensils with 29 percent usage of paper, . plastici styrofoam
cups, paper plates, and napkins.

The "unknown" group

identified a 50 percent usage rate for each classification
of tableware (·see Table 4, Appendix A).
An indirect assessment of recyclable materials from
waste materials was gained from the responses to the mail
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questionnaire.

The classification of recyclable materials

was limited to paper, plastic, styrofoam, metal, · glass, solid
food waste, liquid food waste, grease, heat, and water.
Hospital food services indicated that lOQ percent· generated
waste materials from styrofoam, metal, glass, heat, and
water.

Approximately 8 percent of.the remaining waste

materials, such as� paper, plastic, solid food waste, liquid
food waste, and grea�e products were found in hospital food
services.

Restaurants-showed that paper products, s�yrofo�m

.Produ�ts, solid food waste, and grease products were the
primary waste materials found in these facilities.

Metal,

heat, and water waste products showed a 4 percent higher
average over plastic products found in restaurants.

Glass

products and liquid food waste were found in 79 percent of
the restaurants (see Table 5 , Appendix A).

The unidentifi

able group of hospital food services and resta�rants
indicated that grease products were the primary waste
mateiials.

Paper, plastic, styrofoam, and heat waste

products were identified as waste materials by 9 4 percent of
these.facilities (see Table 5, Appendix A).

Potential

recyclable materials totaling 6 percent existed in the
remaining classifications; namely, solid food waste, water
waste products, glass products, and liquid food waste.
Identification of waste removal methods used by
hospital food service departments and restaurants provided
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an indication of the current practice of recycling waste
materials with energy recovery .
Hospital food services showed that 10 0 percent of th�se
facilities used a commercial disposal service to remove
waste materials.
by 3 1 percent .

The method of incineration was indicated
Recyc ling waste materials was identi f ied by

8 percent of the hospital food servic� �epartments .
Restaurants denoted t�at 10 0 percent of these facilities
used a commercial disposal service to remove waste materials.
There was no representation for the incineration process in
restaurants (see Table 6 , Appendix A) .

The recyc ling

process was identified as a · waste removal method in 8 percent
of these facil ities.

The "unknown" group of ho�pital food

service departments and restaurants disclosed that 9 4 percent
of these facilities used a commercial disposal service ,
· 11 percent used an incineration process , and 17 percent
_ denoted recycling as a method of removing waste materials
(see Table 6 , Appendix A) .
Energy Sources and Costs to Facilities
The types of energy presently used in food service
faci lities are electricity , natural gas , oi l , and steam
(Unger , 19 7 5) .

These types of energy are produced from

nonrenewable sources.

An assessment was made of the rank ,

frequency , and percentage for each energy type (see Table 7 ,
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Appendix A).

Electricity was ranked number one as the

primary source of energy.

Natural ga� was the second source

followed by "other" . types which represented handwritten
comments on energy, water, and sewage cost rates.

Steam was

last in rank.
Results from the mail questionnaire showed that twelve
of the thirteen, or 92 percent, of the hospital food service
departments were not directly charged for energy usage.

One

facility, representing 8 percent, was directly charged for
energy usage (see Table 8, Appendix A).

Electricity was th�

primary type of energy used in hospital food services.
Natural gas and steam were equally represented as the
secondary type of energy used.
The computer analysis disclosed that twenty, or
8 3 percent, of the restaurants were directly charged for
energy usage.

Three, or 13 percent, of these facili ties

were not directly charged .

One �acility, representing

4 percent, . had not answered the question regarding energy

charge rates.

Restaurants denoted that 79 percent used

electricity as the major type of energy.

Natural gas was

indicated by 4 6 percent of these facilities to be the
secondary type of energy used.

Under the category of

"other" types of energy, 15 percent · of hospital food service
departments provided handwritten answers exp�aining the
dollar costs for energy, water, and sewage service charges
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to the facility ; 25 percent of the restaurants provided
handwritten answers explaining their costs, and 28 percent
of the " unknown" food service facilities indicated dollar
amounts reflecting their average monthly energy costs · ( see
Table 9, Appendix A) .
The " unknown " group of hospital food services and
restaurants showed that 5 0 percent were directly .charged for
their energy use.

Fifty percent. indicated they were not

directly charged.

Six of the facilities, representing

one-third of the " unknown, " disclosed that electricity and
natural gas were the two most frequently used types of
energy.

The classification of " other " types of energy

represented 28 percent of the energy used by the " unknown "
food service facilities.

These respondents provided hand

written answers reflecting their averag� �onthly fuel bills
( see Table 9, Appendix A) .
A range of average monthly energy costs, from a low of
$ 15. 0 0 to greater than $ 255 1. 0 0 per month, for hospital food
service departments and restaurants was determined from the
handwritten information supplied on the returned question
naires.

Table 9, Appendix A, shows the number of facilities

and range of energy charges according to the type of energy
used.
Thirty faciliti�s provided doll�r information for their
average monthly energy charges.

Electricity was the most
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prevalent type of energy charged to t�e facilities .•

The

greatest frequency occurred in the $ 150. 00 to $ 4 50 . 00 range.
The next highest frequency was in the $ 75 1. 00 to $ 1, 0 50 . 00
range.

The third greatest frequency was found in the

$ 1 � 15 1. 0 0 to $ 2, 0 5 0. 00 range.

Natural gas, the second

existing type of energy charged to the facilities, denoted a
large frequency in the $ 15 1. 0 0 to $ 4 5 0 . 0 0 range.

A smaller

frequency fell in the range of $ 15. 00 to $ 150. 00 per month
(see Table 9, Appendix A ) .
Reasoning for low energy costs and frequencies revealed
three speculations.

One speculation indicated that hospital

food service directors and restaurants managers lacked an
accurate knowledge of actual energy charges.

The second

speculation was that these facilities - practiced several
conservation meisures which enabled them to keep their
energy costs low.

The third speculation was based on the

possibility of reduced service hours which may have con
tributed to lower energy use.

The higher ranges of energy

costs and frequencies were interpreted as an indication of ·
energy-intensive equipment use and/or continual, 24 hour,
service.
Energy Recovery Methods
as a Cost Savings
Hospital food service directors and restaurant managers
were asked on the mail questionnaire to indicate which
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energy recovery methods would be a cost savings to their
fuel bills.

This disclosure was a contributory factor in

assessing the current energy perception among food service
directors and restaurant managers.
_ Hospital food service directors reported that
6 2 percent considered the purchase of new energy-efficient
equipment to be a cost savings to the�r fuel bills.

The

second highest c�nsideration was incineration with heat
return representing 38 percent of the facilities.
The energy recovery methods classified as a heat pump
or heat exchange system , and recycling heat from cooking and
refrigeration equipment , dishmachine , air conditioning , and
other systems denoted that 15 percent of hospital food
service directors viewed these methods as contributing to a
cost savings on energy bills (see Table 10 , Appendix A).
One hundred percent of the restaurant managers
considered incineratiori with heat return to be a primary
aspect in reducing fuel bills.

Recycling heat from cooking

and refrigeration equipment , dishmachine , air conditioning ,
and other systems was the second choice · of energy recovery
methods considered to be cost benefici�l to energy bi�ls
(see Table 10 , Appendix A).

One-third of the restaurant

manager� view�d a heat pump or heat exchange system as a
cost savings to their fuel bills.

Thirteen percent -of the

managers indicated that purchasing new energy-efficient
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equipment would be beneficial in . lowering their energy
charges { see Table 10, Appendix A).
The " unknown" group of hospital food services and
restaurants denoted that recycling heat from cooking and
refrigeration equipment, dishmachine, air conditioning, and
other systems would contribute the greatest cost savings to
fuel bills.

The second highest rated energy recovery method

was the purchase of new energy-efficient equipment.

· A heat

pump or · heat exchange system was considered third in its
cost effectiveness toward energy bills.

This group viewed

incineration with heat return to be. the least plausible
means to reduce fuel charges (see Table 20, Appendix A).
Hospital food service directors and - restaurant managers
showed some perception of the available options to reducing
energy bills in the relationship between energy cost savings
and recovery methods.

Both facilities viewed heat waste

recovery as providing the greatest contribution to reduci�g
energy costs.
Energy Conservation Practices
Hospital food service departments and . restaurants were
asked, via the �ail questionnaire, · What types of energy

· conservation measures were used in their facilities.

The

responses by hospital food services showed that 100 percent
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conserved energy by reducing food waste through forec�sting
food production needs � and 77 percent indicated a conserva
tion measure of reducing food waste through portion control.
A capital investment of new equipment was viewed as an
energy ·conservation measure by 62 percent of these facili
ties (see Table 11, Appendix A).

Improved efficiency of

equipment, such as, using the best capacity load and/or
regular maintenance �hecks was. denoted as an energy conser
vation measure in 5 4 percent of the facilities.

Using less

energy-intensive processes by purchasing convenience foods
or changing the method of food preparation was viewed as a
me�sure of energy conservation in 23 percent of the facili
ties.

- A small percentage of hospital food services reduced

energy -consuming activities, . specified as not preheating
cooking equipment, cooking at lower temperatures or during
off-demand times, and use of air curtains for refrigerators
and freezers, to conserve energy (see Table 11, Appendix A).
Restaurants reported that reducing food waste through
forecastirig food production needs was a primary conservation
measure in 79 percent of the facilities.

Sixty-three

percent improved the efficiency of equipment through proper
capacity loading a�d regular - maintenance checks as a measure
of energy conservation.

Reducing energy -consuming activi

ties was denoted as a �ractice of energy conservation in
4 6 percent of the facilities.

The least applied energy
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conservation measure was one using less energy�intens�ve
processes, defined as the purchase of convenience foods or
changing the method of food preparation (see Table 11,
Appendix A ) .
The "unknown" group of hospital food ser�ices and
restaurants report�d that 100 percent of these facilities
used forecasting food production needs to r�duce food waste,
thereby, conserving energy.

Fifty percent of the facilities

disclosed that a reduction of energy-consuming activities,
specified as not preheating cooking equipment, cooking at
lower temperatures or during off-demand times, · and use of
air curtains for refrigerators and freezers, was used as a
conservation measure.

Improving the efficiency of equipment

was viewed as a conservation measure in 4 4 percent of these
facilities (see Table 11, Appendix A) .

Portion control to

reduce food waste was a practice of energy conservation
. denoted by one-third of the "unknown" group.

Capital

investment in new equipment was a means of safeguarding
energy reserves in 28 percent of the "unknown" ·food service
faciliti�s.

The least used conservation measure was a

purchase of convenience foods or change in method of food
preparation (see Table 11, Appendix A) .

Labor time required

and number of employees were not significantly affected _ by
the practice of energy conservation measures.
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Correlation of Waste Generating Factors to
Energy Recycling and Recovery Processes
The Product Moment Correlation tech�ique (Neter et al. ,
19 73) was employed to ascertain the degree of correlation
between waste generation in food service facilities and
potential energy recycling and recovery possibilities�

In

this study , the· Product Moment Correlation technique
permitted a comparison of relationships in the frequencies
and distribution among waste generating factors , conserva
tion measures , and recovery possibilities found in hospital
food services to those found in restaurants.
On the basis of the questionnaire , the range of
correlation between questions C and G , D and G , E and_ G , and
M and N , was divided into a low , medium , and high division
for hospital food , services , restaurants , and the " unknown "
group (see Table 13 , Appendix A).

Each correlated item was

identified according to a low, medium , or high range.

The

low range of waste generation to energy recycling and
recovery was interpreted as having little or no correlation.
The medium range presented an intermediary relationship of
poten�ial energy alternatives.

The high range conveyed a

strong correlation between waste generating factors and
energy recycling and recovery possibilities.
Through analysis of the highly correlative items, a
classification of waste factors to energy recyc ling and
recovery processes was 6ategorized as (1) no payback linked
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to energy recycling or recovery; (2) fast payback lin�ed
to energy recycling or recovery; (3) moderate payback
linked to energy recycling or recovery; and (4 ) long-term
payback linked to energy recycling or �ecovery.

A payback

period was defined as a return of an amount in profits
through full amortization of costs for energy recycling or
recovery methods.

A fast payback was defined as a time

period of 12 to 24 months.
.period of two to f�ve years.

A moderate payback specified a
A long-term payback · period

was defined as a span · of time from five to seven years
(Anon. , . 19 8 2) •

An estimated payback period for energy cost benefits
in food service facilities was contingent on the type of
menu and service , hours of operation , training of personnel ,
and other factors beyond the scope of this study.

There

fore , the energy payback periods served as approximate .
timetables.
Waste to Energy Correlation
with Payoff Analysis
Waste generating factors to energy recycling and
recovery processes offering no payoff were situations where
the waste materials were removed by a commercial disposal
service.

A fast payoff in energy recovery, through conser

vation , was seen in the · connection between purchasing
pre-portioned foods, �educing food waste through portion
control , and using iess energy-intensive processes.

This
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correlation was disclosed by the "unknown" group of h�spital
·food service departments and restaurants (see Table 1 2,
Appendix A).
Hospital food service departments . and the "unknown"
group indicated a high correlation }?etween purchasing
individually wrapped foods and reducing fdod · waste through
portion control.

This relationship and rating was inter

preted as a fast payoff in energy recovery through conser
vation.

Hospital food services and restaurants, who used

glass products and recycled these waste materials, provided
a link to a fast payoff with energy recycling possibilities
(see Table 1 2, . Appendix A).

The "unknown" group of hospital food services and

restaurants indicated that recycling heat from cooking
equipment and reducing energy-consuming activities were two
· processes of recovering energy from heat waste.

These

indications were interpreted as a fast payoff to energy
recovery possibilities.

The�e same facilities denoted a

cost savings betw�en recycling heat from cooking equipment
and reducing energy-consuming activities (see Table 1 2,
Appendix A).

This correlation disclosed a fast payoff

through energy recovery.
The Product Moment Correlation technique indicated that
the "unknown" group . of hospital food services .and restaurants
viewed a heat pump or heat exchange system as a cost savings
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in relation to ·using less energy -intensive processes;
namely, the purchase of convenience foods or change iµ the
method of food preparation.

This cor�elation was �nterpreted

as a fast to moderate payoff in terms of investment costs
and benefits (see Table 12, Appendix . A).
Another correlation made with the "unknown" group wa�
the cost-benefit relationship between a heat pump or heat
exchange system as a cost savings, and reducing energy 
consuming activities, such as not preheating cooking
equipment, cooking at lower temperatures or during off
demand times, and the use of air curtains 'for refrig�rators
and freezers.

The correlation of incinerating waste materials in · food

service facilities to the process of incineration with heat
return fell with1n the high range of correlation among
restaurants and the "unknown" group ( see Table 12,
Appendix A).

The waste materials to energy recovery

correlation was interpreted as a long-term payoff to the
facilities.

The "unknown" group of hospital food services

and restaurants viewed incineration wit� heat return, as a
cost savings, to be highly corr�lated with a capital
investment of new equipme� t ( see Table 12, Appendix A).

The

correlation was interpreted as a long�term cost benefit to
energy recovery.
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Major Decision Factors
. in the Correlation
Overall, the packaging and market form of food; the
service materials and type of utensils; capital investment
and maintenance of equipment; and direct or indirect cha�ge

.
. for energy usage constituted the major decision factors in

the correlation of waste materia ls �n food service to energy
recycling and/or recovery possibilities.

The correlation

analysis, obtained from the mail questionnaire, reyealed
some situati6ns and views held by hospital food service
directors and restaurant managers concerning · energy and ways
to save on usage and operating costs.
Observation of Food Service Facilities
To examine actual practices of energy recovery and
conservation through recycling possibilities, an on-site
observation was conducted at . two . hospital food service
departments and three restaurants in Knoxville, Tennessee.
Identification of recycled ver sus nonrecyc led waste
materials was accomplished by a check l ist instrument (see
Appendix B).

A tracking of recyc lable food service

materials was 6onducted to supply an estimation of costs and
benefits from the recovery or recycling processes.
Recyc led versus Nonrecycled Materia ls
An analysi� of the recyqlable materials showed that
paper, plastic, styrofoam, and metal produqts were not being
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recycled in hospital food services and restaurants.

These

wa�te materials were removed from the facility by a
commercial disposal service to a city landfill located in
Knoxville, Tennessee.
Four of the facilities indicated that glass products
were washed and reused.

Any excess of jars and bottles was

discarded with the other waste materials.

Under the classi

fication of solid food waste products, it was observed that
three facilities reused food trimmings in soups, casseroles,
and stews (see Table 1 4 , Appendix A).

All five facilities

indicated reusing foo� occurring from overproduction errors.
Both o� these measures were representative of economical
food production practices, rather than, recyc ling practices.
It was found that liquid food waste was not recycled.
Grease products, ranging from liquid and solid shorten
ings to meat drippings , were found to be recycled in the ·
five · facilities (see Table 14 , · Appendix A).

A commercial

fat rendering company purchased the used grease products
from the hospital food services and restaurants, and
recycled these wastes into other usable forms, such as , soap
and cosmetic products.

The volume of grease products was

dependent on the facilities ' menu and volume of business.
Waste heat from food production and storage equipment
was not recycled in any of the observed facilities .

Heat

generated from the cooking or storage of food was either
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vented out of the building, or into the kitchen area .

Under

the classification of water products, . .the observations
indicated that one facility recycled waste water in t�e
dishmachine through equipment design .

The remaining

facilities did not recycle their waste water .
Tracking of Recyclable Materials
The recycled materials · were tracked at each of the five
The tracking experience was primarily concerned

facilities .

with the method of recycling, and the type of energy used
(see Tabl� 14, Appendix A) .

The volume of waste removed per

day provided data for computing an estimated cost benefit
return on recycling th�se materials.
The tracking of materials _indicated that options for
recycling methods were a limiting factor to the facilities .
The practices of reusing the materia ls, via a wash-and-reuse
action, reuse in food production, or sale of waste materials
to a commercia l recycling fir�, indicated the most cost
effective so lution for the participating food service
facilities .
Cost Analysis Summary for Recyc lable Materials
Direct Costs
Cost information for recycling food service materials
was estimated by the food service directors and restaurant
managers .

This information served as an approximation of
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potential. costs related to energy recovery - through re�ycling
waste materials in . food service facilities.

Total raw food cost for restaurants ranged from 35 to

40 percent of the monthly operating budget.

Hospit�l foo�

service departments maintained an average raw food cost of
39 and 40 percent of their monthly operating budget (se�
Table 16, Appendix A ) .

Data on the percentage of waste from

raw food was not available.
Food waste was estimated on a percentage of total raw
food cost per day.

Waste from food trimmings and over

production of food was maintained at les s than 10 percent in
all five facilities.

Data on waste volume from plate waste,

beverages, cooking liquids, soups, sauces, and gravies was
not available.

The percentage of waste volume from non-food

products, such as paper, plastic, styrofoam, metal, glas s,
heat, and water was not available (see Table 15 , Appendix A ) .
Cost of labor time, applied to waste removal, was
estimated in restaurants at an average starting wage of
$ 3. 35 per hour for sixty hours, or - $ 201. 00, per month.

The

· estimated labor cost in hospital food services was an
average starting wage of $ 3. 6 0 per hour for 120 hours, or
$ 4 32. 00, per month (see Table 16, Appendix A ) .
An initial cost of investment for transportation and
holding containers was a ba si s for the cost applied t6 wa ste
removal.

Under the description of " other " cost applied to
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waste removal, the cost was part of the service charge_ in
the contract with the commercial disposal service.

Hospital

fooq se�vice departments were not directly charged for their
waste removal (see Table 16, Appendix A).

Packaging

materials and supplies wer� restricted to plastic lin�rs for
the waste containers.

The direct cost applied to waste

removal represented an overall average cost per facility.

A

fluctuation in waste volume was based on the menu and food
production schedule for each facility.
Indirect Costs
Indirect costs applied to waste removal were identified
as maintenance and repair of equipment, cleaning and sanita
tion of equipment, storage space for carts and supplies,
training . of personnel, and a miscellaneous classification

incl �ding paper plates, cups, and napkins; styrofoam products;
plastic products; and Aladdin self-contained thermal trays.
Each classification of costs was itemized for the
restaurants and hospital food service departments .

Labor

time costs applied to the cleaning and_ sanitation of
equipment were calculated at an average starting wage of
$ 3 . 45 per hour for 1 05 hours, or 362 . 25. per month for both
types of facilities.

Labor time costs applied to the

training of personnel were calculated at an average starting
wage of $ 4. 6 1 per hour for 240 hours, or $ 1, 106. 40 per month
for hospit�l food service departments.

One restaurant
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manager disclosed that approximately 8 0 hours of the
manager ' s time was· allotted to training of personnel per
month.

Salary costs were not available from the restau

rants.

Total indirect costs were calculated separately for

restaurants and hospital food service departments ( see
Table 17, Appendix A) .
An estimation of costs and benefits from actual
practices of energy recovery and conservation through
recycling processes in food service facilities was obtained
by on-site . observations of restaurants and hospital food
service departments.

The observations enabled the researcher

to substantiate the operators ' responses received from the
mail questionnaire, as well as, document true practices
within these facilities.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY , CONCLUSION , AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
An inquiry was conducted to identify the potentia l for
recovering energy through recyc ling or reusing waste
materials in food service facilities in the state of
Tennessee.

A mail questionnaire and 6n-site observatiori

instrument were designed to determine whether , and to what
extent , recycling of food production waste products existed
in food service facilities.

An identification of methods

for energy recovery through recycling or reuse of production
waste materials was obtained from the questionnaire responses ,
and on-site observations and interviews.

Approximate costs

and benefits were made from the ori-site data co llection.
. Thirteen hospital food service departments , twenty-four
restaurants , and eighteen unidentified hospital food services
·and restaurants responded to the mail questionnaire entitled ,
Current Energy Practices and Possibilities for Recyc ling of
Materials in Food Service Facilities.

Two hospital food

service departments and three restaurants participated in
on-site observations to examine actual practices of energy
recovery through recycling processes.

Factors of production

waste materials included the type , approximate volume , and
47
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market form of food purchased.

Types of energy and t�eir

consumption costs were estimated from the questionnaire
responses.
Hospital food service directors and restaurant managers
indicated an awareness of the energy utilization within
their facilities.

An assessment and identification of

energy recovery and recycling practices wer� gathered from
the responses to the questionnaire and observations of the
facilities.

Energy conservation practic�s were interpreted

as measures of energy recovery or recycling methods.

The

potential cost effectiveness of energy recovery and
recycling methods was correlated with the type of food
purchased, approximate volume, market form, and production
wastes found in hospital �ood service� and restaurants . .
Costs and benefits of recycling waste materials or
recovering wasted energy were calculated based on currently
used food production methods.

An interpretation . of fast,

moderate, and long-term payoffs was made from the relation
ship between waste generation, capital investment, and
energy savings.
The relationship between waste generation from food
production materials, capital investment for energy recovery
and recycling purposes, arid the realization of energy
savings was disclosed through the Product Moment Correlation
technique.

This method of correlation provided insight to
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the growing energy concern of hospital food service
directors and restaurant manager�.

Alternative energy

recovery solutions, through recycling food production
materials, were investigated as cos�-effective possibilities
for the food service industry.
Waste generation in hospital food service departments
and restaurants was produced through the market form of
food; and recyclable materials, such as paper, plastic,
styrofoam � metal, glass, solid food waste, liquid food
waste, grease, heat, and water.

The main wa�te removal

method was use of a commercial disposal service.

A small

percentage of facilities used an incineration process with
heat return.

The recycling process , as a method of removing

waste materials, showed little significance in energy
recovery p�actices in hospital · food services and restau
rants.
Energy . sources were identified and ranked according to
type and frequency of use.

Electricity was the primary type

followed by natural gas and steam.

Energy conservation

�easures were practi�ed in hospital food services and
restaurants.

Energy recovery through recycl�ng or reusing

waste materials was not widely utilized due to the uneconomi
cal payback period relative to current energy usage and
charges.
Grease products were found to be a conunonly recycled
_ ng
material through their sale to a conunercia� fat-render i
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company.

Glass pr.oducts were washed and reused. Food
trimmings and overproduction of food we .re reused in soups,
casseroles, and stews.

Paper, plastic, styrofoam, metal,

liquid food waste, heat, and water were not recycled.
Conclusion
Energy recovery and recycling of food production waste
materials were explored as possibilities of . alternative
solutions to today's energy concerns.

The concerns of

supply ·reserves and the capability to meet future demands of
the· food service industry were contingent on energi conse�
vation and recovery through recyc ling possibilities.

The

concept of recycling waste materials in food service
facilities offered hospital food · service directors and
restaurant managers an alternative solution to meeting their
energy needs.
In relation to recycling or reuse of food production
materials, hospital food service directors and restaurant
managers indicated a potential for energy recovery through
recycling or reusing either the food itself, the packaging
material, or the container.

Both an interest and concern

for these alternative energy solutions were · denoted by
hospital food services and restaurants.

The cost effective

ness of recycling waste materials was an essential factor
for both facilities.
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In conclusion ; t�e practice of energy _ recovery t�rough
recycling food production materials did exist for specific
waste materials in both types of food service faci lities.
Results from the questionnaire and on-site observations
indicated that labor and training costs , equipment , mainte
nance and supply costs , and capital investment exceeded the
dollar benefits from such expenditures.
Hospital food service directors and restaurant managers
concurred that energy usage and costs were a vital concern
to their operations.

· rt was generally expressed that unless

energy supplies were drastically curtailed , the current
usage and alternative options would not be cost ef£e�tive to
the facilities.
Recommendations
Conservation remains to · offer the greatest prospect of
reducing energy _ consumption , costs , and meeting environmental
goals.

The food service industry is in a good position to

reduce its energy usage through . conservation and implementa
tion of energy recovery systems.

Energy conservation

opportunities were practiced in the hospital food services
and restaurants in varying degrees.
This study focused on the opportunities of energy
recovery through recycling or reusirig food production
materials.

These materials ranged from packaging materials
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to food preparation waste to service materials.

Pack�ge

Engineering (Brill, 198 1) conducted a survey specifically
asking whether the recycling process would b�come a widely
accepted practice by 198 3 .

Brill (198 1) found that nearly

50 percent of the respondents indicated that recycling most
packagin9 materials would be accepted.

Forty-four percent

said "yes" to aluminum recycling, 27 percent for glass,
25 percent for steel, and 1 3 percent thought plastics would
be . widely recycled by 198 3.
Further research · is recommended to determine accurate
volumes of selected waste materials in food service facili
ties that are known to produce usable energy, such as waste
. heat, paper, . metal, and water products.

Identification of

capital ·investment costs, energy recovery . alternatives, and
payback analysis for food service facilities would provide
follow-up data to this study.

In addition, development of

training programs for energy wast � accountability in

relation to short- and long-term effects on energy usage in
food service facilities is suggested.
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APPEND IXE S

APPEND I X A

Table 1 .

Seating Capacity Summary Data for Hospital Food Service s
and Restaurants

Size

u,

co

Hospital Food
Services
Frequency

'

Restaurants
Frequency

'

Unknown
Frequency

'

Less than 5 0 seats

1

8

5

21

3

17

5 0 to 99 seats

2

15

8

33

5

28

100 to 149 seats

2

15

2

8

4

44

Over 150 seats

8

62

9

38

6

33

Table 2 .

Rank , Frequency , and Percentage of Foods Purchased in Volume by Hospital Food
Services and Restaurants

Type of Food
Fresh

Le ss than 10%
10 to 29%
3 0 to 49%
50 to 69%
Over 70%
Froze11,

Le ss than 10%
10 to 29%
30 to 49%
50 to 69%
Over 70%
Canned
--- .

Le ss than 10%
10 to 29%
30 to 49%
50 to 69%
Over 70%
Dried
--

Less than 10%
10 to 29%
30 to 49%
50 to 69%
Over 70%

Hospital Food Service s
Fre quency
%
Rank
2
1
2

-

-

1

11

1

-

1
1

8

85
8

-

3
3
1
3
2

1
2

62
8
15

3
2
1

1
4
8

31
62

1

-

8

-

8
8

8

-

-

-

1

77

-

-

-

Rank

Re staurants
Frequency

3
1
2
4
2

3
7
5
2
5

2
2
1
4
3

4
4

. 2
1
1

8

2

3
3

13

29
21
8

17
17
33
8

13
13

8
1

4

6
1
1

25
4
4

-

1
2
2

Rank

Unknown
Fre quency

%

2
1
1

2
8

8

11
44
44

2
1
3
4

5
8
3
2

28
44
17
11

4
1
2
3

2
6
5
4

33
28
22

17
18

33
61

21

33
33

8

3

%

-

2
1 ·

11

Ul

\.0

Table 3 .

Rank , Frequency , and Percentage of Market Forms of Food P�rchased by Hospital
Foods Services and Restaurants

Market Form of Food

'

HosEital Food Services
Fre qu�ncy
Rank

Rank

Restaurant s
Fre quency

'

Rank

· Unknown
Frequency

'

Bulk

2

12

92

1

21

88

1

18

100

Pre-Portioned

2

12

92

2

20

83

3

16

89

Individual ly Wrapped

1

13

100

2

20

83

2

17

94

Tab le 4 .

Rank , Frequency , and Percentage of Type of Tab leware Used in Hospital Food
Services and Re staurants

Type of . Tableware

Hos�ital Food Services
%
Frequency
Rank

China , Glassware ,
Stainless Steel
Utensils

1

13

100

Paper , Plastic ,
Styrofoam Cups , Paper
Plates & Napkins

-

-

-

Rank

Re staurants
Frequency

%

Rank

Unknown
Frequency

%

1

16

67

1

9

50

2

7

29

1

9

50

O"'I

�

Table 5 .

Rank , Frequency , and Percentage of Waste Materials Found in Hospital Food
Services and Restaurants

Waste Material
Paper Products
Plastic Products
Styrofoam Products
Me tal Proaucts
Glass Products
Solid ' Food Waste
Liquid Food Waste
Grease Products
Heat Products
Water Products

'

Hoseital Food Services
Fre quency
Rank
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1

12
12
13
13
13
12
12
12
13
13

92
92
100
100
100
92
92
92
100
100

Rank
1
3
1
2
4
1
4
1
2
2

Restaurants
Frequency
23
21
23
22
19
23
19
23
22
22

'

Rank

Unknown
Frequency

96
88
96
92
79 .
96
79
96
92
92

2
2
2
2
4
3
4
1
2
3

17
1 7 ·.
17
17
14
15
14
18
17
15

'
94
94
94
94
78
83
78
100
94
83

"'

O'\

Table 6 .

Rank , Frequency , and Percentage o f Waste Removal Methods Used in Hospital
Food Services and Re staurants

Waste Removal Method

HosEital Food Services
%
Fre quency
Rank

Rank

Commercial Dispos·a1
Service

1

13

100

Inc ineration

2

4

31

-

Re cyc led

3

1

8

2

Other

3

1

8

2

1

Re staurants
Frequency
24

'
100

Rank

Unknown
Frequency

%

-

1

17

94

3

2

11

2

8

2

3

17

2

8

4

1

6

-

Table 7 •

Rank , Frequency , and Percentage of Energy Sources Used in Hospital Food
. Service s and Re staurants

Type of Energy

'

Rank

HosEital Food Services
Rank ·
Frequency

Re staurants
Fre quency

'

Rank

Unknown
Frequency

'

Electricity

1

2

15

1

19

79

1

6

33

Natural Gas

2

1

8

2

11

46

1

6

33

3

1

6

Oil

-

-

-

-

-

-

Steam

2

1

8

4

1

4

3

1

6

Other

1

2

15

3

6

25

2

5

28

Table 8 .

Perce ntage Data for Energy Charge Pract ices in
Ho sp i tal Food Service s and Re staurant s

I tem
D ire ctly Charged
for Energy
Us age

Hospital Food
Services
%
No
Yes
8

92

Re staurants
%
Yes
No
83

13

Unknown
%
Ye s
No
50

50

°'

u,

Table 9 .

Range of Average Monthly Energy Costs Charged to Hospital Food Services
and Re staurants

Avera�e Dollar ( $ ) Cha·r9:e
$ 45 1 . 00- $ 7 5 1 . 0 0- $ 1 05 1 . 00- $ 1 5 5 1 . 001 55 0 . 00
2 0 5 0 . 00
1050 . 00
7 5 0 . 00

$ 2 05 1 . 0 0- Over
2 55 0 . 00 $ 2 5 5 1 . 00

Type of Energy

$ 15 . 00150 . 00

$ 1 51 . 00450 . 00

Electricity

1

6

3

6

3

5

3

3

Natural Gas

4

11

2

2

0

0

0

0

Steam

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Oil

-

O'I
O'I

Table 10 .

Rank , Frequency , and Percentage of Energy Recovery Methods Considered as
a Cost Savings to Fuel Bills in Hospital Food Services and Restaurants

Energy Recovery Method
Heat Pump or Heat
Exchange System

'

Hos2ital Food Services
Fre quency
Rank

Rank

Re staurants
Frequency

'

Rank

Unknown
Fre quency

'

3

2.

15

. 3

8

33

3

4

22

Incineration with Heat
Return

2

5

38

1

24

100

4

2

11

Purchase of New Energy
Efficient Equipment

1

8

62

4

3

13

2

7

39

Recycl ing Heat from
Cooking and Refrigeration
Equipment , Dishmachine ,
Air Condi tioni �g and
Other Systems

3

2

15

2

17

71

1

10

56

....J

Table 1 1 .

Rank , Frequency , and Percentage of Energy Conservation Measures Used in
Hospital Food Services and Re staurants

Conservation Measure

'

Hospital Food Services
Frequency
Rank

Rank

Re staurants
Fre quency

'

Rank

Unknown
Frequency

'

Recyc ling Food Waste
Through Forecasting

1

13

100

1

19

79

1

18

100

Reducing Food Waste
Through
Portion Control

2

10

77

3

12

50

4

6

33

Us ing Le ss Energy
Intens ive Proce sses

5

3

23

6

5

21

6

4

22

6

2

15

4

11

46

2

9

50

Improved Efficiency
of Equipment

4

7

54

2

15

63

3

8

44

Through Capital
Inve stment of New
Equ ipment

3

8

62

5

10

42

5

5

28

Reducing Energy
Consuming Activities

·°'
(X)

69
Table 12.

Rank, Frequency , and Product Moment Correlation of Waste Genera·ting Factors to
Energy Recycling/Recovery Processes in Hospital Food Services and Restaurants

Pre�encx

'

Product
Moment
Correlation

Bulk Foods Purchased/
Waste Materials
Recycled

8

. 083

2

8

Pre-Portioned Foods
Purchased/Waste
Materials Recycled

8

. 083

Individually Wrapped
Foods Purchased/
Waste Materials
Recycled

8

. 083

77

. 527

23

Pre-Portioned Foods
Purchased/Reduci11g
Food Waste Through
Portion Control
Pre-Portioned Foods
Purchased/Using
Less Energy Intensive
Processes
Individually Wrapped
Foods Purchased
Reducing Food Waste
Through Portion
Control

10

Individually Wrapped
Foods Purchased/
Using Less Energy
Intensive Processes
Pape r , Plastfc ,
Styrofoam Cups , Paper
Plates & Napkins/
Waste Removal by
Commercial Disposal
Service

'

Product
Moment
Correlation

. 114

17

. 1 58

8

. 1 35

17

. 1 58

8

. 1 35

17

. 108

12

50

. 447

6

33

• 2 50

. 158

5

21

. 229

4

22

. 189

77

. 842

12

50

. 447

6

33

. 17 1

23

. 158

21

• 229

4

22

. 1 30

29

. 145

9

50

• 243

'

10

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

12

92

. 91 7

Paper Products Used/
Waste Materials
Incinerated

31

Paper Products Used/
Waste Materials
Recycled

8

Paper , Plastic ,
Styrofoam Cups , Paper
Plates & Napkins/
Waste Materials
Incinerated
Pape r , Plastic,
Styrofoam Cups, Paper
Plates & Napkins/
Waste Materials
Recycled
Paper Products .Used/
Waste Removed by
Coamercial Disposal
Service

Unknown

Restaurant.a

Ho!l?ital food Services
Product
Moment
Correlation
Preguen:J!

Waste Generation to
Energy Recycling/
. Recov•!]'. Proceasea

N/A

N/A

N/A

29

. 1 45

96

. 673

. 192

4

. 08 3

8

23

Fr�encx

N/A

N/A

N/A

6

- . 149

89

- . 0 59

. 031

11

.• 086

. 063

17

. 108

16

70
Table 1 2 (continued)

Waste Generation to
Energy Recycling/
Recove!JI: Processes

t1o•2ita1 rooa Services
Pr�en!:l'.

'

Fr�en!:l'.

21

'

Product
Moment
Correlation

Fre�en!:l'.

BB

. 886

16

Plastic Products used/
Waste Removed by
Commercial Disposal
Service

12

92

. 971

Plastic Products -Used/
Waste Materials
Incinerated

4

31

. 192

13

Plastic Products Used/
Waste Materials
Recycled

1

B

. 083

13

100

l . 00

B

Styrofoam Products
Used/Waste Removed
by Coanercial
Disposal Service
Styrofoam Products
Used/Waste Materials
Recycled
Metal Products . Used/
Waste Materials
Removed by Connercial
Disposal Service

13

Metal Products Used/
Waste Materials
Recycled
.
Glass Products Used/
Waste Materials
Removed by Conmercial
Disposal Service

13

Glass Products Used/
Waste Materials
Recycled

Unknown

Restaurants

Product
Moment
· Correlation

89

- . OS9

. 14S

11

. 086

B

. 1 14

17

. 108

96

. 937

89

- . OS9

. 083

B

. 063

17

. 108

100

l . 00

B

. 091

89

- . OS9

8

. 083

B

. 09 1

17

. 108

100

l . 00

79

. 84S

72

- . 1 30

8

. 083

8

. lSS

17

. 2 39

lS

. 166

10

42

- . 02S

9

so

. 271

10

42

9

so

. 243

11

. 100

23

19

16

16

14

Heat Products Used/
Recycle Heat from
Cooking Equipment
Heat Products Used/ ·
Reduce Energy
ConsU11ing Activities

2

lS

. 166

Recycling Waste
Materials/Recycling
Heat from Cooking
Equipment

8

- . 123

Incinerate Waste
Materials/
Incineration with
Heat Return

lS

. 1 S8

31

- . 098

Purchase of Energy
Efficient Equipment/
llftProved Operating
Efficiency of
Equipment

'

Product
Moment
Correlation

8

0

- . 02S

. 193

0

0

6

• 437

B

. 03 3

6

- . 484

71
Table 1 2 (continued)

Waste Generation to
Energy Recycling/
Racov•!X Proceaaea
Heat Pump or Heat
Exchange System as
Cost Savings/Using
Less Energy
Intensive Processes

Fr�encl

0

- . 234

8

. 409

15

• 337

8

. 409

'

0

Heat Pump or Heat
Exchange System as
Cost Savings/
Reducing Energy
Consuming Activities
Purchase of Energy
Efficient Equipment
as Coat Savings/
Reducing Energy
ConsUllling Activities

2

Recycling Heat frODI
Cooking Equipment as
Cost Savings/
Reducing Energy
ConsUllling Activities

Unknown

Re•tauranta

�ital Poo4 &uvicea
Product
Moment
Correlation
P'r�en�

'

Product ·
Moment
Correlation

11

• 3 57

. 414

17

. 267

4

- . 095

17

- . 1 14

8

33

. 038

33

• 224

10

42

. 19 2

6

. 175

8

. 0 73

6

- . 240

'

Product
Moment
Correlation

P'r�encl

2

8

. 07 3

2

6

25

6

Incineration with
Heat Return as Cost
Savings/Through
Capital Investment
. of New Equipment

4

31

. JOO

Purchase of Energy
Efficient Equipment
as Cost Savings/
Through Capital
Investment of New
Equipment

5

39

. 025

15

. 395

10

42

- . 118

4

22

- . 100

. .15

• 337

6

25

:.. . 201

2

11

- . 194

Recycling Heat fro111
Cooking Equiment as
Cost Savings/
I11proved Operating
Efficiency of
- Equipme�t
Recycling Heat from
Cooking Equipment as
Cost Savings/
Through Capital
Investment of -New
Equipment

2

72

· Table 1 3 .

Range o f Product Moment Correlation for Recyc led Materials
and Potential Energy Recovery -in Hospital Food Se rvices
and Re staurants

Degree of
Correlation

Hosp ital Food Services

Low

- . 23 1 to . 3 84

- . 20 1 to . 3 7 1

Medium

. 385 to . 7 69

. 372 to . 7 44

- . 0 9 3 to . 1 58

High .

. 7 7 0 to 1. 00

. 745 to 1 . 00

. 159 to . 4 3 7

Re staurants

Unknown
- . 484 to - . 094

73
Table 14 .

Observation of Recyclable Food Service Materials

Category

Paper Produ�ts

Plastic Products
Styrofoam Products
Metal Products

Glass Products

Solid Food Waste* *
Products

·Liquid Food Waste
Products

Grease
* * Purchased by a
commercial fat
rendering
company
Heat

Water

Description

Corrugated boxes
Cardboard cartons
Paper plates & cups
Paper napkins & placema.ts
Other

rr�ency of Use
I s Not Recycled
Is Recycled
5*
5
5
5
5

Disposab.le cups
Plastic knives , forks & spoons
Disposable salt & pepper shakers

5
5
5

Disposable cups
Cushion packaging liners
Disposable food trays

Aluminum foil and trays
Aluminum cans
Tin cans
Stainless steel
Other

Jars & bottles
Glassware.
China plates , cups , bowls
Salt & pepper shakers
Other

Food trimmings ·
. overproduction of food
Plate waste
Other
Beverages
Leftover cooking liquids
Soup
Sauces and gravies
Other

Liquid and solid shortening
Lard
Vegetable oils
Margarine or butter
Bacon and/or sausage drippings
Meat drippings
Other
Steam equipment
Gril l equipment
ovens and ranges
Food warmers
Refrigerator and walk-in coolers ·
Freezers
Dishmachine
Ice machine
Other
Steam equipment
Pre-preparation areas
Dishmachine
Soiled dish area
Pot & pan washing area
Food cart washinq arP.a
Other

2 and 3 NA
2 and .3 NA
2 and 3 NA

5
5
5
5
5

4 reuse
4 reuse
4 reuse
4 reuse
4 reuse

1
1

1
1
1

* *reuse in
production
3
5

2

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5**

5
1·

5**

2 NA
2
2

4

3**
3**
2

5 NA
and 3 NA
5
5
5
5
5

5

5
5

2 and 3 NA

1
1

*These numbers represent the five facil ities who participated in the on-site
observations .

5
4
4
5
5 NA
5

Table 15 .

Tracking of Recyclable Food Service Materials

Descriftion

Type of Materials

j ars , botttes

Glass Products

glassware ,
china
Solid Food Waste
c;rease Products

Water Products

&

food trimmings
overproduction
of food

liquid & solid
shortening ,
vegetable oil ,
bacon , sausage
& meat drippings
.. soiled dish
area &
dishmachine

Volume
Removed
Per DaI

Beginning
Location

Ending
Location

Method of
Trans�rtation

Method of
'Re�cling:

Type of Energy
Used

NA

storeroom

NA

wash & reuse

electricity

NA

storeroom

production &
refrigeration

NA

wash & reuse

electricity

NA

put into soups ,
casseroles ,
stews

steam &
natural gas

minimal·

production

22 . 08 lbs .
average
per
facility

storeroom

NA

dishroom

dining room &
patient
service
restaurant &
cafeteria
storage
barrel

dishroom

hand
carried

NA

commercial
fat rendering
company

NA

cycle through
dishmachine

Na

...J

�
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Table 16 .

Cost Analysis Summary for Recyclable Materials in Food Services--Direct Costs

Description
Labor (l�or time x rate per hour )
Food Waste (estimated on percentage of
food cost per day)

Total Raw
Food Cost
Restaurant
Hospitals

, Food Trimmings
Overproduction of Food
Plate Waste
Beverages
Leftover Cooking Liquids
Soups , Sauces & Gravies
Other

'

3 7 \ , 40\ ,
3 5\
40\ , 39\

less than 10\
10\
NA
NA
NA
NA

\ Waste of
Raw Food
NA

10\

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Paper
Plastic
Styrofoam
Metal Cans/Containers
Glass Jars/Containers
Grease

Transport and Holding Containers ( initial investment )
acarts

bsins or Garbage Containers
Barrels
Other

Commercial Disposal Service
(average monthly charge)

Packaging Materials and Suppl ie s
Plastic Bags
Cartons
Misce llaneous

Total Direct Costs (average per month)

* NA , 30\ ,
30\
** so, , 50\

less than 10\

Non-Food Waste (estimated on percentage of
volume removed per day)

Cost \
Appl ied to
Waste Removal

NA

Hospitals

Restaurants
Hospitals
Restaurants
Hospitals

less than 10\
10,
NA
NA
NA
NA

75-90\
10-15\
5\
10\
less than 10\
10-15\
$7 . 40

1 . 03
2 . 33
NA

7 7 . 00
NA
59 . 28

Restaurants
Hospitals

$ 3 38 . 31
493 . 61

*Labor time for the three restaurant faci lities was based on 60 hours per month .
* *Labor time for the two hospital food service departments was based on 120 hours per month .

a
One hundred gallon capacity carts were priced at $222 . 00 each . The estimated life span of
the cart was figured at 5 years or 60 months •. It was estimated that hospital food service
departments would operate with two carts . The average cost per month for two carts would
equal $7 . 40 .
bGarbage containers had an estimated cost o f $7 . 00 per container. The estimated li fe span
was figured at 3 years or 36 months . The operational needs for restaurants were established at
5 containers . Hospital food service departments had an average need of 12 containers .
Restaurant costs for garbage containers = 5 x $7 . 00 = $ 35 . 00
Hospital Food Service costs for garbage containers
12 x $ 7 . 00

$84 . 00 .
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Table 17 .

Cost Analysis Summary for Recyclable Materials in Food Services--Indirect Costs
Cost Applied to
Waste Removal

Description
Maintenance and Repair of Equipment (per �nth)
(through bills or , time from
Maintenance Department)
Cleaning and Sanitation of Equipment (per month) .
Labor

Supplies (per day )

*Restaurants
**Hospitals
Restaurants
Hospitals
Average for Both

Average : $10 . 34
Average : $41 . 54

Restaurants
Hospitals

Storage Space for Carts and Supplies
Cost per Square Foot

NA , $402 . 00 , NA
$402 . 00 , $462 . 00
$43 2 . 00

NA, $16 . 67 , $ 4 . 00
$59 . 7 5 , $ 2 3 . 33
NA

Training of Personnel (per month)

Supervisory Time ( labor time x rate per hour)

Restaurants
Hospital�

Materials and Supplies

NA
$1 , 1 3 5 . 00
Average :
$ 1 , 0 77 . 60 $ 1 , 106 . 40
NA

Use of Other Supplies (per month)
Mi scel laneous

Tot•l Indirect Costs (average per month)

$ 1 5 . 00 , minimal , NA
$ 3 16 . 6 7 , $230 . 00

Restaurants
Hospitals
* * * Restaurants
Hospitals

NA
$1 , 561 . 64 Average :
$ 1 , 31 5 . 0 7 $1, 438 . 36
$427 . 34
$3 , 291 . 64

*Represents the three restaurant facilities .
**Represents the two hospital food service departments .
** *The actual indirect costs for restaurants are low due to the unavailable data for storage
space for carts and supplies , training of personne l , and miscel laneous supplies .

APPEND I X B

SAMPLE COVER LETTER

We are conducti ng a research proj ect . i nvol v i ng current energy
conserva ti on practi ces and pos s i bi l i ti es for retycl i ng ma teri a l s
i n food serv i ce fa ci l i ti es . The focus wi l l be on .potenti a l energy
appl i ca ti ons to res tau rant and _hospi ta l food serv i ces .
Your a s s i s ta nce i n t h i s proj ect wi l l hel p both of us to eval uate
energy a l ternati ves for the futu re . Therefore , your parti c i pati on
wou l d g i ve s trong s upport to thi s proj ect .
Knowi ng you r s chedul e tends to be busy , we have des i g n�d ·the
questi ons for bri ef and conc i se answers . Al l i nfonna ti on i s
s tri ctly con fi dent i a l .
We woul d g reatl y apprec i a te you r compl eti ng the encl osed
ques ti onna i re and return by February 20 , 1 982 . At the concl us i on
of the research we wi l l send you an abs tract of the f i n d i ng s .
We l ook fo rward to heari ng from you .

cerely ,

�

J�

Kopp �

Gradua e Student

�� (l . gv

�
IU'

Mary Jo H i tchcock , P h . D .
Food Sys tems Admi n i s trati on
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CURRE.NT ENERGY PRACT ICES AND POSS I B I L I T I ES FOR RECYCL I NG OF MATER I ALS
I N FOOD SERVICE FAC I L ITI ES
Your answers to these questions are s tri ctly confi dent i a l . P l ease c i rcl e the number
or fi l l in your response ( s ) to each question .
A . What type or types of food are
purchased for your operation?

E . What is the seati ng -capac i ty of your
d i n i ng a rea?

B. What percentage ( % ) of these
foods are purchased?

F. Whi ch of the fol l owi ng materi a l s can
be found in you r operation?

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4
5

FRESH
FROZEN
CANNED
DRI ED

I FRESH

LESS THAN 10%
10 TO 29%
30 TO 49%
50 TO 69%
OVER 70%

I CANNED I

1 L ESS THAN 10%
2 10 TO 29%
3 30 TO 49%
4· 50 TO 69%
5 OVER 70% .

I FROZEN

1
2
3
4
5

LESS THAN 10%
10 TO 29%
30 TO 49%
50 TO 69%
OVER 70%

I DRI ED I

1
2
3
4
5

LESS THAN 10%
10 TO 29%
30 TO 49%
50 TO 69%
OVER 70%

C . Whi ch fonn or fonns of food a re
purchased?

1 BULK ( such as fl our , sugar ,
meat , eggs , etc . )
2 PRE-PORTIONED ( such as meat ,
poul try , fi s h , breads ,
desserts , etc . )
3 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED ( such as
ketchup , mus tard , crackers ,
cereal s , j el l i es , etc . )

D . What type of tabl eware i s used i n
your operati.on?

1 CH I NA , GLASSWARE , STAINL ESS
STEEL EATJNr, UTENS ILS
2 PAPER , PLASTI C , STYROFOAM CUPS ,
PAPER PLATES & NAPKI NS

1
2
3
4

LESS THAN 50 SEATS
50 TO 99 SEATS
100 TO 149 SEATS
OVER 150 SEATS

1 PAPER PRODUCTS ( cardboard boxes ,
l i ners , di nnerwa re , etc . )
2 PLAST I C PRODUCTS ( cups , gl asses ,
kni ves , forks , s poons , etc . ) ·
3 STYROFOAM PRODUCTS ( cups , food
trays , etc . )
4 METAL PRODUCTS ( al umi num fo i l /cans ,
ti n cans , sta i nl ess steel , etc . )
5 GLASS PRODUCTS ( j a rs , bottl es ,
gl assware , china , etc . )
6 SOLI D FOOD WASTE ( food trirrmings ,
l eftover food , pl ate waste , . etc . )
7 L IQUI D FOOD WASTE ( soups , sauces ,
gravi es , coo k i ng l i qui ds , beverages ,
etc . )
8 GREASE PRODUCTS ( l i� u i d & sol i d
s horten i ngs , vegetabl e oi l s , meat
dri ppi n9s , etc . )
9 HEAT PRODUCTS ( steam , el ectri c i ty ,
gas , etc . )
10 WATER PRODUCTS ( pre-preparati on &
steam equi pment , d i shmachi ne , etc . )

G . How are these materi a l s removed from
your fac i l i ty?
1 COt-t1ERC IAL DI SPOSAL SERV ICE
2 _ INCINERATED ( burned )
3 RECYCLED
4 OTHER , EXPLAI N -------

GO TO OTHER S I DE
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H . I f a commeri ca l di sposal service
removes these materi al s , wha t
are your costs?
1 $___ PER LB.
PER LOAD
2 $
3 $
OTHER, EXPLAIN

I. What i ncome do you recei ve from
sel l i ng any of these materi als?
1 THIS OPERATION DOES NOT
RECEIVE ANY DOLLARS FROM
THE SALE OF THESE MATERIALS
2 $
PER_·OF___

J . How often are these material s
removed from your faci l i ty?
1 THREE TIMES A WEEK
2 TWO TIMES A WEEK
3 ONCE A WEEK
4 OTHER, EXPLAIN ____
K. I s your operation di rectly
charged for the energy i t
uses?
1 NO
2 YES

L. What was your average monthl y
cost for uti l i ti es duri ng 1981?
1
2
3
4
5

$___ELECTRICITY
$
NATURAL GAS
OIL
$
STEAM
$
OTHER , EXPLAIN
$

M . What energy recovery methods
woul d you consider to be a
cost savi ngs to your fuel
bi l l s?
1 HEAT PUMP OR HEAT EXCHANGE
SYSTEM
2 INC INERAT ION (_burning) WITH
HEAT RETURN
3 PURCHASE OF NEW ENERGY
EFFICI ENT EQUI PMENT
4 RECYCL ING HEAT FROM COOKING
& REFRIGERATION EQU I PMENT ,
DI SHMACH INE , AIR CONDITIONING ,
AND OTHER SYSTEMS

N . What types of energy conservation
measures do you use i n your operati on?
1 REDUC ING THE AMOUNT OF FOOO WASTE
( accurate forecasti ng & food
production )
2 REDUCI NG THE AMOUNT O F FOOD WASTE
( buyi ng pre-porti oned products/
portion control )
3 US ING LESS ENERGY-INTENS I VE PROCESSES
( purchas ing conveni ence foods , ·
changing the method of food ·
preparation)
4 REDUC ING ENERGY CONSUMING ACTIVITIES
( not preheati ng cooking equi pment ,
cooki ng at l ower temperatures or
duri ng off-demand times , use of
a i r curta ins for refri gerators &
freezers )
5 IMPROVED OPERATING EFFIC I ENCY OF
EQUIPMENT (using the �est capaci ty
load and/or regul ar mai ntenance
checks )
6 THROUGK CAPITAL INVESTMENT OF NEW
EQUIPMENT ( cooking units , refrig
eration and/or freezer uni ts , timers ,
and/or modi fi cati on of faci l i ty)

0. Did your conservat ion measures affect
any of the fol l owing phases of the
operati on?
1 FOOD QUALI TY AND/OR SAFETY
EXPLAIN --------2 NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES REQUI RE D
3 LABOR TIME REQUI RED I N HOURS
4 CUSTOMER OR PATI ENT SERV I CE

P . A team . wi l l be conducting a survey
of sel ected food service faci l i ti es
to identi fy energy recovery/conser
vation opportun i t i es . Al l faci l i ties
who partici pate i n the survey wi l l
recei ve a report o f the survey fi ndi ngs
in thei r facility .
Woul d you be wi l l i ng to have your
faci l i ty surveyed?
1 NO
2 YES
3 MAYBE
If YES or MAYBE , pl ease i ndicate the
name of faci l i ty , contact person , and
tel ephone number .
NAME OF · FACI LITY________
CONTACT PERSON -------
TELFPHflNE NUMBER --------

PLACE I N ENVELOPE . RETURN BY MAI L .
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SECTION A
Observation of Recyclable Foodservice Materials
Section A covers materials that are presently recycled or not recycled .
Section B i s an energy tracking procedure for the identified recyclable materials .
Cate�or:i::

Description

Paper Products

Corrugated boxes
Cardboard cartons
Paper plates & cups
Paper napkins & placemats
Other

Plastic Products

Disposable cups
Plastic knive s , forks & spoons
Disposable salt & papper shakers

Styrofoam Products

Disposable cups
Cushion packaging liners
Disposable food trays

Metal Products

Aluminum foi l and trays
Aluminum cans
Tin cans
Stainless steel
ther

Glass Products

�ars & bottles
lassware
:hina plates , cups , bowls
alt & pepper shakers
Other

, Solid Food Waste
Products

Liquid Food Waste

·�

"ood trimmings
:>verproduction of food
�late waste
)ther

Products

Beverages
Leftover cookin� l iguids
Sou;e
Sauces and gravies
Other

Grease

Liquid and solid shortening
Lard
Vegetable oils
Margarine or butter
Bacon and/or sausage drippings
Meat dr ippings
Other

Heat

Steam equipment
Gri ll equipment
Ovens and ranges
Food warmers
Refrigerator and walk- in coo lers
Freezers
Dishmachine
Ice machine
Other

Water

Steam equipment
Pre-preparation areas
Dishmachine
Soiled dish area
Pot & pan washing area
Food cart washing area
Other

Frequency of Use
Is Recycled
Is Not Recl:'.cled

· SECTION 8
Type of Materi al

Tracki ng of Recycl abl e Food Service Materials
Vol ume
Removed
Per Day

Descri ption

Beginning
Location

Endi ng
Location

Method of
Transportation

Method of
Recycl ing

Type of Energy
Used

co
I'.)

.

.
t
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Cost Analysis Sununary for Recyclable Materials in Food Services
Direct Costs

Description

Labor (labor time · x rate· per hour)

Food Waste (estimated on percentage of
food cost per day)
Food Trimmings

overproduction of Food
Plate Waste
Beverages

Leftover Cooking Liquids
Soup s , Sauces & Gravies
Other
Non-Food Waste (estimated on percentages of
volume revoed per day)
Paper

Plastic
Styrofoam
Metal Cans/Containers
Glass Jars/Containers
Grease
Trans12ort and Holdin2 Containers ( initial
investment)
Carts
Bins or Garbage Containers
Barrels
Other
Packa2in2 Materials and su1212Hes
Plastic Bags
Cartons
Miscellaneous
. Total Direct Costs

Total Raw
Food Cost
\

Cost \
Applied to
Waste Removal

\ Waste of
Raw Food

-
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Cost Analysis Summary for Recyc lable Materials in Food Services
Indirect Costs

Desc ription
Maintenance and ReEair of Eguipment
(through bills or % time from
Maintenance Departmerit )
Cleaning and Sanitation of Eguipment
Labor

Supplies
Storage Space for Carts and SuEplies
Cost pe r Square Foot

Training of Personnel

Supervisory Time ( labor time x rate pe r hour )

Materials and Supplies
Use of Other SupElies
Mi scel laneous

Total Indirect Costs

Cost Applied to
Waste Removal
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